The Safe Affordable Fission Engine (SAFE) test series addresses Phase 1 Space Fission Systems issues in particular non-nuclear testing and system integration issues leading to the testing and non-nuclear demonstration of a 400-kW fully integrated flight unit. The first part of the SAFE 30 test series demonstrated operation of the simulated nuclear core and heat pipe system. Experimental data acquired in a number of different test scenarios will validate existing computational models, demonstrated system flexibility (fast start-ups, multiple start-ups/shut downs), simulate predictable failure modes and operating environments. The objective of the second part is to demonstrate an integrated propulsion system consisting of a core, conversion system and a thruster where the system converts thermal heat into jet power. This end-to-end system demonstration sets a precedent for ground testing of nuclear electric propulsion systems. The paper describes the SAFE 30 end-to-end system demonstration and its subsystems.
INTRODUCTION
Rapid access to any point in the solar system and beyond requires advanced propulsion concepts that can provide extremely high specific impulse, high specific power, and high thrust-to-power ratios. NASA's vision for the 21 st century and beyond is challenging scientific and engineering communities to develop propulsion technologies which wiii enable ambitious exploration of the solar system and its interstellar neighborhood, commercialization of space, and eventual human colonization beyond Earth (Schmidt, 1998) . Two technologies that synergistically offer tremendous potential for the immediate future are advanced electric propulsion and nuclear energy. Space nuclear systems have recently received a renewed interest due to their versatility, high-power density, and ability to support power-intensive missions (Borowski et al., 1998) . The dualism of providing both propulsion and power, linked with the enormous energy available per unit mass of fission fuel, has significant benefits to future programs involving nuclear thermal rockets (Watson, 1994) , efficient conversion systems, space-based nuclear reactors, and nuclear electric propulsion (Allen, 1995) .
To date, only a few electric propulsion concepts can support the high power requirements for future missions. Due to their specific impulse operating range, advanced ion and Hall thrusters (Sankovic, 1999) are the most likely candidates to be used in the near term for a wide variety of missions spanning from Low Earth Orbit to interstellar space. Depending on the mission scenario/profile, this efficient electric propulsion device can be powered by solar or space nuclear power.
Beyond the use of these very efficient systems, mid to far term solution might include propulsion concepts such as the MagnetoPlasmaDynamic (MPD) thruster (Polk, 1999 , LaPointe, 2000 , the Variable Specific Impulse Magnetoplasma Rocket (VaSIMR) (Chang-Diaz, 1995) , the Pulsed Inductive thruster (PIT) (Dailey, 1993) .
Research in the field of electrostatic acceleration has been conducted since the late 1950s' resulting in a number of different devices and ionization methods capable of supporting space propulsion. These devices use suitable grid electrodes for ion extraction/acceleration converting electric energy to kinetic energy. The most commonly used ion source is based on electron bombardment where plasma is generated by electrons colliding with neutral gas. Kaufman type ion thruster are discharge chamber containing magnet system and electron emitter (hollow cathode), optics/acceleration grids, neutralizer hollow cathode, and power supplies for each subsystem. Figure 3 illustrates a schematic of such a thruster whose ion source is based on electron bombardment (using electron bombardment to produce ions). The hollow cathode produces and emits electrons into the discharge cavity of the thruster. These primary electrons drift towards the anode transversing a weak axial magnetic field, which causes a spiral motion.
The electrons collide and ionize neutral atoms injected into the discharge chamber. The magnetic field prevents premature losses of primary electrons to the anode and ion losses to thruster walls. The electron kinetic energy and the diameter of the discharge chamber determine the strength of the magnetic field, which can be provided by either a permanent or electro magnet. The high electrostatic potential established between the plasma and the acceleration grid extracts and accelerates ions. A cathode at the exit plane of the thruster emits electrons to neutralize the ion beam. It is crucial for the operation of this thruster to keep the net charge of the beam zero. The thrust and specific impulse depend on net acceleration potential, mass-to-charge ratio of the ion and the ion density. (Cybulski, 1965) . The latest in a long list of successfully used ion thrusters in space is the 30cm NSTAR ion thruster propelling the Deep Space 1 (DS 1) spacecraft, which flew by an asteroid and the comet 'Borrelly'. The thruster was designed for 2.3 kW and a beam voltage of 1,000 V using Xenon as propellant.
Inflight performance characteristics include specific impulse of 3,200 s and thrust of 120 mN resulting in an overall efficiency of 62 %. As of September 24, 2001, marking the day of the fly-by at the comet, the thruster logged more than 14,200 hours of (continuous) operation with a propellant through-put of 65 kg. While the performance of the flight unit is carefully monitored, a spare NSTAR ion thruster is pushed to the limit in ground testing at the JPL test facilities. The spare unit accumulated 18,800 hours of operation and expended 155 kg of Xenon (Brophy, 2001) .
The demand of future planetary missions, the need to reduce launch cost and to significantly extend mission lifetime motivated the push for the development of a scaled down version of the successful 30-cm NSTAR ion engine. A program was established to 1.) develop a 15-cm Xenon ion thruster, 2.) explore a cluster configuration of four 15-cm ion thrusters and 3.) provide a testbed for advanced acceleration optics and materials (Brophy, 1993 The15-cm ionengine is designed fora maximum input power (tothepower processing unit)of 1.25kW,whileit canbesafely operated atabeam power aslowas200W. Figure 4 illustrates atypical trend forspecific impulse and thrust asafunction ofpower input.Operating theionthruster ataconstant beam current of 500mA,thisdata was obtained withmolybdenum grids.Performance characteristics withcarbon-based gridmaterials arecomparable, although ingeneral performance values areslightly lower.However, carbon-based gridssupersede withextremely lowerosion rateandsuperior sputter resistance. These properties arekeytosignificantly extend thelifetime of ion thrusters.Preliminary performance evaluation for molybdenum andgraphite gridsindicates a totalthruster efficiency ofabout 52to66%withanuncertainty ofupto 10% (Brophy, 1993) . Figure 6 shows the15-cm, slotted Carbon-Carbon gridionthruster asit ismounted tothedoor ofthevacuum chamber attheJPLfacilities. Theset-in picture isanenlarged section ofthegridrevealing theslot structure.
END-TO-END SYSTEM DEMONSTRATION
The end-to-end system demonstration consists of the SAFE 30 simulated core, 350-W Stirling engine, DC/DC converter and 15-cm ion thruster with slotted carbon-carbon grids.
The purpose of the end-to-end tests is to showcase the nuclear electric propulsion (NEP) concept -using thermal heat released by fission processes and converting that heat to kinetic energy-by a simulated approach with inexpensive off-the-shelf materials in a relevant environment.
For the end-to-end system demonstration, the SAFE 30 core is assembled in its modular manner and consists of two heating zones each powered by a separate power supply. Zone One encompasses three modules containing heat pipes. There are three strings of heaters wired in parallel where each string contains four heaters in series. These twelve heaters are powered by a HP power supply providing 100 A at 100 VDC. The remaining nine modules comprise Zone Two which is provided with heating power by a 400-A, 200-VDC Linde power supply. A module in this zone has four stainless steel tubes welded to a blanked-off pipe of the same dimensions as the heat pipe. The heaters are wired in 18 parallel strings where each string contains two heaters in series. As it is illustrated in Figure 5 , the protruding three heat pipes are clamped to a copper block, which in turn is attached to the heater head of the 350-W Stirling engine. The Stirling engine is an (production line) off-the-shelf device manufactured by Stirling Technology Company (STC). The Stirling engine converts thermal energy into electric energy based on the thermodynamic process described by the Stirling cycle outlined elsewhere (Schreiber, 2001) . This engine is based on the 'free-piston' power conversion concept using thermal-mechanical oscillations to drive a linear alternator.
The efficiency of a Stirling cycle can be maintained over a wide range of power and can approach Carnot efficiencies. The active heat exchange zone on the heater head is about 4.5 cm wide operating at a nominal temperature of 650°C. The copper block clamps precisely over that region to ensure proper heat input to the heater head of the Stirling engine. The Stirling engine is equipped with a balance motor compensating for vibrations generated by the engine during entire operation sequence (initial start-up, power generation, shut-down).
Theworking fluidoftheengine isHelium atapressure 0f45to52bar, whilethealternator generates 350W at175 VAC. The power support system for the ion thruster consists of four separate power supplies providing power to the subsystems of the thruster as described above.
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However, the power generated by the Stirling engine replaces the conventional beam supply.
All other subsystems of the thruster will be maintained and controlled by the power support system. The powertrain between the Stirling engine and the ion thruster is illustrated in Figure 7 . The Stifling engine controller processes the generated power and provides logistics to the Stifling engine depending on operating conditions and power demand (load).
The control board algorithm manages the proper loading of the Stirling engine. Sensing circuitry monitors power demand at the output and accordingly the control board ties in or removes stages of a resistive load array. The AC power generated by the Stirling engine is processes by rectifier circuitry and converted to an output of about 123 VDC and 3 A. A crucial component of the powertrain is the DC/DC converter, which conditions the power for the beam supply of the ion thruster.
The major functions of this device are voltage step-up, current and inrush current limitation, and power enable/inhibit control.
The DC/DC converter steps up the input voltage of about 123 VDC to 1000 VDC with appropriate transformer circuitry. In addition, the device limits the inrush current during the start-up sequence of the ion thruster. Without appropriate protection circuitry during this period, the current drawn by the system could be very high damaging all crucial components of the powertrain.
This circuit (consisting of an IGBT and capacitor array) monitors the input current to the ¢onvert_er_ In the case that the rate of rise is too high_ the IGBTs are _witched on and off at high frequency allowing the capacitor bank to charge at incremental current drawn during the pulses. The inhibit switch is another important part of the converter, which is controlled by the power support system of the ion thruster. The switch terminates the high voltage provided by the converter to the thruster in case of malfunction or system failure. The power support system provides a signal of 5 VDC to engage the inhibit mode of the switch and a 0-VDC signal to disengage the mode. Another feature of the converter is the external programming, which sets the maximum output current by a signal provided by the power support system. The input signal is between 0 and 5 V, where the output current is 0 A at 0 V and 500 mA at 5 V. Any desired output current within this limit follows a linear relationship depending on the input voltage.
The DC/DC converter is rated for a power input of 500 W and its efficiency is about 90 %. Table 1 summarizes electrical characteristics of the powertrain at locations indicated in Figure 7 . 
